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May 26 - 29, 2020 

 

Call for Papers 
&  

Round Table Participants 
“Know thy power” 

(attributed to Lindy Boggs)  

 
The Conference for Mercy Higher Education is pleased to announce the first biennial D.C. Mercy 
Round Table, to take place on May 26-29, 2020.  This Round Table is one response to expressed 
desires across Mercy colleges and universities for challenging, scholarly engagement as a 
network of peers. — Our topic for examination and dialogue will be the dynamic relationship 
between “mercy & power.”  
 
Washington D.C. is a nexus of many kinds of power.  In light of the 2020 U.S. presidential 
election and the many social, political, environmental, scientific, theological, economic, and 
educational issues of our time, we find that the topic of power is loaded with important and 
necessary questions.  
 
As a community of seventeen Mercy colleges and universities, how do we understand, hold, 
and use power?  How does mercy call us to acknowledge, hold, use, and even surrender power?   
How are we fostering within our student body a creative, responsible understanding, 
development and use of power? 
 
We encourage faculty, staff, and adjunct instructors to reflect upon included questions and on 
your own rich questions, and we invite you to submit a proposal in which you address the topic 
of “power.”  Each proposal accepted will become part of the schedule of presentations.   There 
will be an opportunity to publish as part of an online collection of D.C. Mercy Round Table 
papers. —  We invite faculty, staff, and adjunct instructors to attend and contribute as party to 
a rich dialogical process, even if you do not submit a proposal for presentation.  
 
-- One of the days that we are together, we will met at “Lincoln’s Cottage,” where President 
Lincoln wrote the Emancipation Proclamation. 
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Application to Attend the D.C. Mercy Round Table 
Tuesday, May 26th, 7:00 pm – Saturday, May 30th breakfast 
 
Registration for the program is: $1,950 , and includes four nights at the Washington 
Court Hotel on Capitol Hill, all  breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner, and transport to and from 
Lincoln’s Cottage.  -Transportation to and from the hotel is not included.  

                   
Name   _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address_______________________________________________________________________ 
              _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Institution_______________________    Position_____________________________________  
 
Phone wk________________Phone mobile_________________Email 
 
______ Option 1:  Submitting a Proposal for Presentation -  Please describe your proposal in 
400 - 500 words regarding the topic of “power.” (Proposals and Application to attend due 
February 18, 2020)   

 

 

 

 

______ Option 2:  I wish to attend D.C. Mercy Round Table as a Participant only, and not 
present a paper.  Please describe why you would like to attend and participate in the discussion 
on “power.”  (Application to attend due February 18, 2020)   

 

 

 

 
Submit Proposal and Application to Attend by February 18th to:  
Dr. Mary-Paula Cancienne, RSM, Associate Director, CMHE 
mpcancienne@sistersofmercy.org.  
 
Invoice from the CMHE Office for registration cost ($1,950 ) will follow application’s 
acceptance. 
 
 

mailto:mpcancienne@sistersofmercy.org
mailto:mpcancienne@sistersofmercy.org
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Questions for Reflection  

How do we conceive of power?  Who has it, who does not? 
What is power on the personal and the collective levels?   
How is power necessary in the work for justice and in visioning systems beyond the present? 
How is power a part of mercy, in acts of mercy, being mercy, and systemic structures of compassion?  
Does mercy require power?    
 
What is the power of a vision, a good idea?  How do we empower one another and hold each other 
accountable to visions larger than ourselves?  Is power necessary in the creative process and how? 
How is diversity a source of power, as well as unity and solidarity?   
How do we water down our creative powers?  How are we gradually hypnotized into islands of comfort? 
 
Does higher education, generally, enhance creative, ethical development and use of power? 
Why are we attracted to power, even when it is cruel?  How do we move against cruel power when 
dialogue and waiting are not possible? 
What is the power of virtual experience over experience of the physical subject?  What is the power of 
the now? 
What is the power of literature and art to expand our imaginations and prep us for creative problem 
solving?   
 
What is the opposite of power? – Vulnerability, kenosis?  No one is exempt from vulnerability and death, 
but people with certain kinds of power are able to mitigate many of the consequences of their 
vulnerability. 
Is identity based in power (personally / corporately)?  What degree of power does your identity carry? 
 
Why is understanding power so important, particularly for higher education and for students in our 
colleges and universities?  How do we include / exclude parties based on certain hierarchies of power? 
What are some practices of power and the rationality and justification for those practices, often 
understood in culture as norms or codified into laws in civil and religious traditions? 
   
Is scientific power likelier to be valued because it is easier to monetize, rather than power rooted in the 
humanities? -- Is it more straight forward to solve scientific questions than to solve social issues, which 
seems to give greater perceived power to science in certain situations? 
 
Do those who are vulnerable and marginalized have power?   
What are the dangers of having power? 
Even if power is an amalgamation, does power have an aim, a purpose?   
What is the power generated by working for liberation from oppressive powers.   
What is the power of purpose, and of meaning? 
 
What disrupts blindness to abusive power?  How is language important to power?  What kinds of 
language?   
How do we raise to consciousness and describe networks of power that are subtle, almost invisible? 
 
In the stories of power today how do I/we analyze the intersectionality and history(s) of the forces that 
influence power and vulnerability, and the ethical call to move forward mindful of more than ourselves 
and our clan?  — Are our “dangerous memories” disempowered by short attention spans and a 
diminishing ability for conversation and informed civil argument?    
How is depression related to a lack of power and/or ownership of power?  How does being a consumer 
of ideas compare to being a participant in thinking through ideas? 
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What is the relationship of power and freedom in western and eastern cultures? 
How are individual, state, and corporate power similar and different?  Legally? — Can power be 
conveyed to another?   
Why is it crucial that collectives, such as citizens of a state, know their power? 
 
How do we understand power at a time when humankind edges toward eight billion people on Earth 
and humans are found guilty of endangering one million other species with possible extinction, as well 
as the destruction of natural systems?  How do other species have power?  What is the power of Earth 
and its complexities in relationship to human power, and artificial intelligent power?   
How should we understand power in this era, now referred to as the Anthropocene Era? 
What powers might we be surrendering consciously and unconsciously to algorithms, data mining, new 
surveillance, mega companies, and other technology? 
How are bio-technology and bio-ethic powers assisting us with consent or informed refusal regarding 
bio-medicine? -  Who has access to information and to procedures?   
 
What in Catholic and Mercy traditions illuminates power, how to develop power, share power, hold it 
and use it wisely?  What in these traditions mitigates against this?   How can we plumb the depths of the 
paradox of power, such as the “paradox of the cross”? 
What is the power accrued to some religious sects by reading religious myths and stories as facts, 
instead of contextualizing them in their theological genre, and discovering their meaning accordingly?   
How is the Judaic/Christian “God” and the Christian “Christ” an image of power, vulnerability, and 
kenosis?  How is power understood across religious and philosophical traditions? 
 
Why does patriarchal power still have its grip on the world?  
What is the power inherent in spiritual practice(s)?  What is meant by the “power of the Transcendent”?  
What is the power of spirituality? 
In many religious and educational environments “power” is a five-letter, dirty word?  Why? 
 
Which disciplines tend to encourage an unabashed use of power?  Which avoid the very subject of 
power?— How are knowledge and power related?   Who decides who has knowledge, what knowledge 
is pursued, what it is used for, what it is worth, and for whom?   
 
What are the background structures or systems or beliefs that give invisible support to a constancy of 
power relations?  Who and what events and situations are disrupters of power today?    
How do millennials and GenZ hold and use power? 
 
Power is manifested in unlimited forms: press; music; liberal arts; reading and writing; thinking; 
creativity and vision; police and military; politics, diplomacy; secrecy; transparency; money; internet 
speed; infrastructure; land rights; food; nature; non-human species; emerging human generations; each 
age cohort; great myths; spirituality; religious and spiritual practices; beliefs; biases; disruption; horror; 
fear; chaos; order; tradition; history(s); patriarchy; diversity; solidarity; trust; freedom; presence; 
silence; listening; contemplation; conversation; humility; love . . .  
 
Does every aspect of reality have some form and degree of power for which there are consequences if 
humans ignore?      
 
How do our institutions encourage students to develop authentic power and to use it morally and 
generously for the common good, and the flourishing of the common goods, such as community, rivers, 
and air? — What practices do we encourage and model?  How can we do better as mentors and 
educators, and as a network of Mercy campuses?  What are the consequences for one and all if we do 
not carry and use power well, and what are the possibilities if we do? 


